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Definition and Background

The Greek theater was an open-air stone structure with tiered seating, a stage, and a ground-
level orchestra. It was an outgrowth of festivals honoring the god Dionysus. In-these festivals,
called Dioniyia, the Greeks danced and sang hymns called dithyrambs that sometimes told
stories. One day, Thespis, a choral director in Athens, used spoken words, or dialogue, to
accompany the singing and dancing in imitation of poets who had done so before. Soon, the
dialogues of Thespis became plays, and he began staging them in a theater.

"A contest of plays in 535 [B.C.] arose when Pisistratus, the 'tyrant' whom the common people
of Athens invested with power, brought a rustic festival into the city [Athens]," drama critic John
Gassner writes in Masters of Drama. Such contests became regular features of the festivals, and
the theaters in which they were held were specially built to accommodate them.

Major Sections of the Theater

(1) A tiered, horshoe-shaped seating area called a theatron. The theatron faced the east to
allow the audience to view plays-usually staged later in the day-without squinting.

(2) A stage called a proscenium. The staged faced the west to allow the midday sun to
illuminate the faces of the actors.

(3) An orchestra in front of the proscenium to accommodate the chorus.

Other Theater Sections

Skene: Building behind the stage. First used as a dressing area for actors (and sometimes an
entrance or exit area for actors), the Skene eventually became a background showing appropriate
scenery.

Paraskenia: Extensions or annexes on the sides of the Skene.
Parados: Passage on the left or right through which the chorus entered the orchestra.
Thvmele: Altar in the center of the orchestra used to make sacrifices to Dionysus.
Machine: Armlike device on the Skene that could lower a "god" onto the stage from the

heavens.

Theme, Oedipus the King: (1) Fate punishes the proud and the insolent with ironic outcomes
terrible to behold. Oedipus as king of Thebes exhibits great pride (hubris) that blinds his ability to
accept the truth. By contrast, the blind prophet Teiresias readily "sees" the truth. (2) The bigger
they are, they harder thev fall. Thanks to whims of fate and his own pride and arrogance,
Oedipus, a great and mighty king, tumbles headlong into an abyss of humiliation, grief, and
remorse in a single day.

Characteristics of Sophoclean Tragedy: (1) It is based on events that already took place and
with which the audience is familiar. (2) The protagonist is a person of noble stature. (3) The
protagonist has a weakness and, because of it, becomes isolated and suffers a downfall. (4)
Because the protagonist's fall is not entirely his or her own fault, the audience may end up pitying
him or her. (5) The fallen protagonist gains self-knowledge. He has a deeper insight into himself
and understands his weakness. (6) The audience undergoes catharsis, a purging of emotions,
after experiencing pity, fear, shock and other strong feelings. The people go away feeling better.
(7) The drama usually unfolds in one place in a short period of time, usually about a day.






